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The book and movie of the same name, Moneyball ,
documents how Bil ly Beane,  former baseball  player turned
general  manager of the Oakland A’s professional  baseball
club,  revolutionized the sport.  Beane used statistics and
data to transform the A’s  from a f inancial ly struggling
organization to champions.  While baseball  economics and
running a Major League Baseball  team might seem distant
from running a ski l led nursing faci l ity,  the fundamentals of
uti l izing data to improve eff iciency,  effectiveness,  and care
can help improve survey scores,  generate better star
ratings,  improve team morale and stabil ity of  your team,
and create a more sustainable business.

In today’s environment we seem to hear about
“data this and data that,”  with l itt le said about
which kinds of data real ly matter.  Organizations
tend to force people who are competent or even
wildly successful  in their chosen profession to try
to read through reams of data and become data
analysts in addition to their day jobs.  It  conjures
up ideas of big data,  when what you real ly need –
like Bi l ly Beane – is  actionable data.  

Turning your data into information and then action is  the
most important aspect of using the “Moneyball”  concept to
drive your future success.  According to Beane,  “Every
business has metrics that correlate to success – it ’s  just
about f inding them.” That ’s  what this white paper is  
about – helping you determine the metrics you need, 
not just compete,  but to thrive and deliver unrivaled 
care.

INTRODUCTION
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Bil ly Beane was known for being such an
innovator in data,  that Brad Pitt  played him in
the motion picture.  While we can’t  guarantee a
movie star wil l  play you in the future,  we can
guarantee some thought- provoking ideas and
metrics to help you get on top and stay there.
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“EVERY BUSINESS HAS METRICS THAT
CORRELATE TO SUCCESS –

IT’S JUST ABOUT FINDING THEM.”
 

– BILLY BEANE, FORMER BASEBALL PLAYER
AND GENERAL MANAGER OF THE OAKLAND

A’S
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WHERE TO START

One of the biggest challenges people face on the use of data is  where to start .
With today’s technology,  we can measure virtual ly anything and everything.  

BUT YOU NEED DATA POINTS THAT GIVE YOU ACTIONABLE INFORMATION NEEDED
TO DRIVE SUCH ACTIONS AS: 

Improve clinical  behaviors

Advance operations

Grow revenue and profitability

Reduce financial  and clinical  errors

Improve the quality of care 
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While each faci l ity might have unique business challenges,  there are some key
data points that are the leading key performance indicators (KPIs)  that can help
you take the action you need to strengthen your organization.

PROSPECTS

In the book Moneyball ,  the quality baseball  teams traditionally sought in every
good prospect is  the facial  appearance of stardom, termed “The Good Face.”  The
term signif ies a vague discernment of maturity,  confidence,  and future aptitude in
the sport.  What it  overlooked was the data that can be even more tel l ing.  For
today’s ski l led nursing faci l ity,  understanding your prospects before they ever
enter the building can be the difference between just getting by and building a
sustainable operation.

There are data points al l  around that can help you get the right prospects into
your faci l ity.  This data can help you estimate how long the resident might be
there,  how much money you wil l  make,  and most importantly the quality of the
outcomes.  Too often,  faci l it ies are not integrated enough, or at al l ,  with referring
partners;  nor are they using the data avai lable.  Therefor they are seeing poor
outcomes and lost revenue before the new resident even arrives.  
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“I ACCIDENTLY ACCEPTED A REFERRAL INTO OUR FACILITY WITHOUT
CHECKING THE MEDICATION LIST. THE RESIDENT HAD A GOOD OUTCOME,

BUT WE LOST A GREAT DEAL OF MONEY DUE TO NOT PLANNING
ADEQUATELY AND I GOT IN QUITE A BIT OF MUCH TROUBLE FOR IT. I WISH

WE WOULD HAVE HAD KPIS AND SOFTWARE IN PLACE THAT GAVE US
ACCESS TO THE DATA TO MAKE INFORMED DECISIONS.” 

 
– FORMER SKILLED NURSING FACILITY NURSE. 

 

✓  Payer:  Val idating the payer prior
to admission and the type of
services covered
 
✓  Diagnosis and any
comorbidities 

✓  Referring hospital  or facility
and your outcomes and history
with that facility:  Is  your outcome
success rate better with residents
from one faci l ity as compared to
others? Is the information they
share more accurate and detai led? 

✓  The expected number of days
the resident will  be in your
facility  and the ful l  and complete
l ist  of  medications,  treatment,  and
therapy required 

✓  High-cost medications.  We
recommend you double-check to
ensure the medications are not on
the exclusion l ists and confirm IV
versus oral  or subcutaneous.  

MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READY ACCESS
TO THESE KEY DATA POINTS DURING

THE ADMISSIONS PROCESS:
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ADMISSIONS AND
DISCHARGE

Now that you’ve identif ied your top prospects and admitted them to your faci l ity,
tracking performance is crit ical  to successful  outcomes,  reputation,  and
profitabil ity.  While you should look at many of the same metrics,  you look at
them in a different l ight.  You are reviewing changes in diagnosis,  transfers in and
out of the faci l ity,  changes in payor-types,  and outcomes.  Your software should
al low you to monitor these key data points easi ly and be f lexible enough to work
around the different work f lows of residents,  treatments,  therapies,  and
physicians.  

WHILE ALL THE DATA MATTERS, WE RECOMMEND YOU 
PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO THE FOLLOWING:

+ Physician.  Being able to t ie physicians to outcomes is  crit ical  to the health
of patients/ residents,  as well  as to your faci l ity ’s  reputation and f inancial
health.  Do you know which doctors are providing you with the referrals that
support positive outcomes and sustainable business practices? Can you tel l  i f
the physicians are responding in a t imely manner? Is your software capturing
changes in your workflows to ensure they’re appropriate and that they
support proper treatments,  therapies,  and medication distribution? 

+ Staffing.  Similar to tracking physicians to outcomes,  it ’s  also important to
understand the success rate of your nursing staff  based on their assigned
residents/patients.  It  can help you identify training needs,  workload
imbalances,  positive factors,  and “better next t imes.”  This data can ensure
improved outcomes,  profitabil ity,  and sustainabil ity as well  as help identify
areas of the business for expansion or new services.  

+ Actual stay days versus expected stay.  This helps determine the
responsiveness for the physician and staff .  Is  it  because you are accepting
higher acuity residents,  etc.? You want to have those metrics avai lable.  
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“TOO OFTEN, FACILITIES ARE LOSING VISIBILITY TO RESIDENTS BECAUSE THEIR EHR IS

NOT FLEXIBLE ENOUGH TO CONFORM TO NEEDED WORKFLOW CHANGES, LEAVING A HOLE

IN YOUR HEALTHCARE AND BUSINESS INFORMATION WHILE THEY ARE IN THE FACILITY.

IT IS BECOMING EVEN MORE IMPORTANT TO HAVE FEEDBACK ON THE PERSON ONCE

THEY LEAVE YOUR FACILITY AS WELL – THE POST-STAY INFORMATION CAN HELP YOU

ENSURE YOUR CARE AND COORDINATION ACROSS THE CONTINUUM SUPPORTS HEALTHY

OUTCOMES BEYOND YOUR PREVUE.”

 

– KEVIN MCCORMACK, SENIOR REVENUE CYCLE CONSULTANT, CANTATA HEALTH.

+ Ensure you have the tools to track infection, wound care,  and other
critical  issues during their stay.  

+ Once they have been discharged  you need to stay al igned with your key
data points to be tracking same information as above:  

        •  Discharge physician                       •  Final  payor 
        •  Continuing care destination           •  Total  length of stay
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HOW LONG IS THE
SEASON?

We’ve mentioned length of stay across each of the
areas of focus thus far,  but now we cal l  it  out as its
own area to drive performance indicators.
Average versus total  length of stay:  Look at the
average across al l  payor types.  Being able to dri l l
down by payor type wil l  help ensure the anticipated
reimbursement.

Moving into PDPM** mode, understanding the payor
mix becomes even more crit ical  than before.  Many
states pay less than 80% of al lowable costs for
Medicaid reimbursement,  and the shortfal ls  for
Medicaid per diem rates range from $9 to $63 a day.
For the 25 states that use a case-mix system for
Medicaid,  the major challenge wil l  be transitioning
to a model without the old Resource Uti l ization
Group (RUG).

(About PDPM) “Given that Medicaid pays for the
care of six in 10 nursing home residents,  according
to data from the Kaiser Family Foundation,  it ’s  by
far one of the most crucial  problems for operators
to navigate” 
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Many states pay
less than 80% of

allowable costs for
Medicaid

reimbursement

Shortfalls for
Medicaid per diem
rates range from 

$9 to $63 a
day 

“IF YOU HAVE A 50/50 MIX OF MEDICAID, MEDICARE AND YOU ARE HEAVILY WEIGHTED IN
LENGTH OF STAY BY MEDICAID – YOU CAN EXPECT A TWO TO FOUR PERCENT LOSS IN

REVENUE UNLESS YOU HAVE SOME TYPE OF SPECIAL SERVICES. AVERAGE VERSUS TOTAL
HELPS YOU IDENTIFY POTENTIAL INCOME MATCHED TO ACTUAL REIMBURSEMENT TO SEE

WHERE LOSSES ARE OCCURRING.”
 

– BRIAN ELLSWORTH, VICE PRESIDENT OF PUBLIC POLICY AND PAYMENT TRANSFORMATION
AT THE CONSULTING FIRM HEALTH DIMENSIONS GROUP.
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RISK-ADJUSTED
READMISSION

If  residents are being discharged in less than 30
days,  you need to know why. What are the driving
factors and what does this do to your outcomes and
sustainabil ity? 

Are you accepting individuals with such high
acuity that you are not able to maintain clinical
stability or take care of their clinical  needs in your
facility and thus send them out to other providers?
Being able to sl ice and dice the information can be
the difference between sustainabil ity and f inancial
challenges – both of which wil l  impact your abil ity
to discharge people back into the community with
positive outcomes.  

The difference between the risk-adjusted rate and
the regular rate is an important distinction.
Managing your high-risk residents on the different
data points – payor,  referring faci l ity diagnosis,
etc. ,  – al lows you better manage staff ing,  costs,
treatments,  and your f inancial  r isk.  

Dementia    
CHF
Infections
Deep Tissue Injury
Surgical  Wound/Surgical  History 
Swallowing or Chewing disorders
Vent or Tracheostomy
Behavioral/Psych

IT IS IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND AND MONITOR
CLINICAL CONDITIONS:
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IT MATTERS MORE
NOW
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With the implementation of PDPM on
October 1 ,  2019,  Primary Diagnosis
means even more now than in the
past.  This is  an area where the more
data you have,  the better you can
slice and dice it  to get to meaningful
information and then take needed
action.  

While this is  not new, it  is  even more
crit ical  than before to capture this
information prior to admission.  It  is
also important to now consider
referral  software that can help you
access the information in near real-
time so that your cl inical  admissions
personnel can make the most
informed decision possible.  

With PDPM, most providers have
welcomed the reduction in resident
assessments for therapy.  While RUG-
IV mandated at least f ive assessments
over a 90-day stay,  under PDPM many
patients wil l  need just two: the init ial
MDS completed within eight days of
admission and a resident discharge
assessment t ied to the last day of
stay.  With the change,  it  might seem
that less data needs to be collected,
but the opposite is  l ikely to be true.

YOU WILL WANT TO GET 
DATA ABOUT:

✓  Age 

✓  Referring hospital  

✓  Clinical  condition and comorbidity
 
✓  Discharge 

✓  Discharge payor 

✓  Total  and average length of stay
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New MDS items under PDPM wil l  require your staff  to be keyed into al l  the
comorbidities that make up the individual ’s  case mix.  Having this information
and data matters,  as once it  has been recorded on the 5-MDS Assessment,
there is  no way to add or adjust resident characteristics without a signif icant
change in status.

Staff  also wil l  need to be keyed into al l  the comorbidities and services that
determine an individual ’s  case mix.  The MDS Coordinator wil l  need to
coordinate with the interdiscipl inary team (IDT) and continuously assess
Medicare A residents for changes that may impact reimbursement at a
minimum of 4 to 7 days to adequately capture and increase in therapies,
sudden onset of behavior,  or adjustments in psychosocial  behavior that may
impact a change in reimbursement.
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SUMMARY

Understanding the key data points and how to turn
them to information you need can be the
difference between surviving as a faci l ity or
building a long-term sustainable business – in
Moneyball  parlance,  it  means using data to make it
in the major leagues.  More importantly,  it  can
make the difference in your resident outcomes.  

The most important data you have comes during
the resident handoff .  Fai lure to understand and
uti l ize the information can generate a host of
healthcare and f inancial  diff iculties.  Providers who
lack the ful l  picture run the risk of negative
outcomes,  poor survey results,  lower star ratings,
and f inancial  hardship.  

Use your data wisely and elevate your faci l ity to
major-league status:  one with excellent outcomes,
f ive-star ratings,  al l-star survey results,  and
sustained f inancial  success.  
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Excellent
outcomes  

Five-star 
ratings

All-star survey
results

Sustained
financial success
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